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Alternative Energy Systems and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	The comprehensive guide to engineering alternative and renewable energy systems and applications—updated for the latest trends and technologies 


	This book was designed tohelp engineers develop new solutions for the current energy economy. To that end it provides technical discussions, along with numerous real-world...
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Business Ethics: An Ethical Decision-Making Approach (Foundations of Business Ethics)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Business Ethics: An Ethical Decision-Making Approach presents a practical decision-making framework to aid in the identification, understanding, and resolution of complex ethical dilemmas in the workplace.

	
		Focuses exclusively on three basic aspects of ethical decision making and behavior—how it actually takes...
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A Guide to Eighteenth-Century ArtJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	A Guide to Eighteenth-Century Art offers an introductory overview of the art, artists, and artistic movements of this exuberant period in European art, and the social, economic, philosophical, and political debates that helped shape them. 

	
		Covers both artistic developments and critical approaches to the period...
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Profit From Your Forecasting Software: A Best Practice Guide for Sales Forecasters (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2018

	Go beyond technique to master the difficult judgement calls of forecasting


	A variety of software can be used effectively to achieve accurate forecasting, but no software can replace the essential human component. You may be new to forecasting, or you may have mastered the statistical theory behind the software’s...
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The Packaging Designer's Book of PatternsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	For more than two decades, The Packaging Designer's Book of Patterns has served as an indispensable source of ideas and practical solutions for a wide range of packaging design challenges.


	This Fourth Edition offers more than 600 patterns and structural designs—more than any other book—all drawn to...
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Invest Like a Guru: How to Generate Higher Returns At Reduced Risk With Value InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Adopt the investment strategy that built Warren Buffett's fortune


	Invest Like a Guru provides an invaluable resource for high-quality-focused value investing, with expert insight and practical tools for implementation. Written by the man behind GuruFocus.com, this book expands on the site's value...
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Human Impact on the Natural EnvironmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	A brand new edition of the definitive textbook on humankind’s impact on the Earth’s environment—now in full color


	This classic text explores the multitude of impacts that humans have had over time upon vegetation, animals, soils, water, landforms, and the atmosphere. It considers the ways in which climate...
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Introduction to Electrical Circuit AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	A concise and original presentation of the fundamentals for ‘new to the subject’ electrical engineers


	This book has been written for students on electrical engineering courses who don’t necessarily possess prior knowledge of electrical circuits.  Based on the author’s own teaching experience, it...
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Digital CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	This is a modern textbook on digital communications and is designed for senior undergraduate and graduate students, whilst also providing a valuable reference for those working in the telecommunications industry.  It provides a simple and thorough access to a wide range of topics through use of figures, tables, examples and problem...
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Atlas of Clinically Important FungiJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Although there are many texts that provide quality information for the identification of fungi, researchers and technologists rarely have time to read the text. Most are rushed for time and seek morphological information that helps guide them to the identification of fungi.


	The Atlas of Clinically Important Fungi provides...
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Investigating Cryptocurrencies: Understanding, Extracting, and Analyzing Blockchain EvidenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	Investigate crimes involving cryptocurrencies and other blockchain technologies 


	Bitcoin has traditionally been the payment system of choice for a criminal trading on the Dark Web, and now many other blockchain cryptocurrencies are entering the mainstream as traders are accepting them from low-end investors putting their...
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The Big Book of Dashboards: Visualizing Your Data Using Real-World Business ScenariosJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	The definitive reference book with real-world solutions you won't find anywhere else


	The Big Book of Dashboards presents a comprehensive reference for those tasked with building or overseeing the development of business dashboards.


	Comprising dozens of examples that address different industries...
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